The configurations shown are considered typical and for budgetary purposes only. Please rely on your engineer for specific design recommendations. Because of the complexity of geotechnical loading calculations and the susceptibility to extreme change of soil loads with minor changes in local site conditions such as soil parameters, water levels, surcharge loads, etc., we strongly recommend the use of design professionals who are familiar with local wall construction to determine the required sheet piling and component capacities. The material contained within this drawing is not to be used for any project-specific design.

**GENERAL NOTES:**
1. The contractor shall confirm alignment of the ChampionWall with the grade shown on the contract plans.
2. Contractor shall be responsible for determining the layout and location of the cross-sections in accordance with the owner's requirements.
3. The contractor will provide quality control programs to ensure that the finished product meets the specifications.
4. Overall plumbness of wall 1"/10-ft of wall height.
5. Overall plumbness of piling 1"/20' of exposed height.
6. Sufficient drainage to be designed, installed, and connected to storm water management system by others.
7. Designed for a 3-sec gust wind speed equal to 130 mph per ASCE 7-10 Risk Category I.
8. Minimum foundation size and depth is in accordance with ASTM F567.
9. All hardware shall be Hot dipped galvanized steel.
10. All pipe shall be ASTM F 1043 Schedule 40, Grade 50 ksi and hot-dipped galvanized.

**Typical Cross-Section & Details (10'-0")**
- 14" Diameter Concrete Foundation (f_c = 2500psi min.)
- 4" NPS SCCH, 40 GAVL
  - Steel Fence Post @ 6'-0"
  - max O.C., length = 2'-6"
- 3x8, No.2 SYP WALE
- 4.5# U-BOLT
- 2" HDG BOLTS @ FP = 4750# WNC

**Partial Plan View**
- 6'-0" Max (Typ.)
- 3x8, No.2 SYP WALE
- 4.5# U-BOLT
- 2" HDG BOLTS PER FP = 4750# WNC
- 4" NPS SCD, 40 GAVL Steel Post
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